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When death awakens there is nowhere one can hide.Kealinâ€™s blades still reek from the blood of

Vakron-Tur. He defeated the dark wizard but lost his elder brother.The god of deathâ€™s voice

resonates in his mind and he struggles to control what little of himself that remains. He is close to

reaching his sister but with so much lost already, he wonders what end will come from his

quest.Journeying south with his companions, he meets Veora, a beautiful but sadistic necromancer.

As an acolyte of the Five and a student from the High Sanctum of magic, she agrees to lead them to

her masters. But while this practitioner of death magic knows what Kealin seeks, he senses a

presence about her. Something she is hiding. When it comes to magic, is death no more than

another path to life or a shadow of a darker and consuming evil?Many fans of fast-paced sword and

sorcery and fantasy adventure, have loved the first three books in the Half-Elf Chronicles by J.T

Williams. Do not miss Necromancerâ€™s Curse, the fourth book in the series!
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The book was fabulous. It kept me on the edge of my seat and I couldn't put it down. I had to see

what happened next. I hope there's a next book.

Great books. Good job

Best one yet, can't wait for the next book!

These books just keep getting better! If you have read the rest of the Half-Elf Chronicles be sure to

grab this one as it will rock your world. If you have not read the rest, go do it, you are missing out.

JT does such a good job of bringing the characters together at different parts and forming them into

an awesome group. But in this book they begin to see there is a greater evil that is at work in the

world. Time is running out, can Kealin save his loved ones?Such a good read, I highly recommend

it!

I was drawn in right from the start and was enthralled as the characters developed and the story

unfolded! I highly recommend this series.On a side note I am once again extremely mad that  has

noted when bringing the story up that this book is part 4 of a 4 part series which obviously is NOT

correct! No matter how I might enjoy a series I wait until it is complete before I start as I literally read

hundreds of books a year having to go back to a series for the next installment a year later after so

much reading is frustrating to say the least. Authors should ensure there series are correctly listed.

In kindle unlimited below the picture it states this is a four book series. I've no idea if I will even

bother to try book 5 despite loving the first 4.

In a land and time frought with peril, join the characters in their achievements and shortcomings.

This book pulls you in and you just have to read it all. The twists and turns are not easy to see and I

enjoy that.

A very great read and continuation to this series. I can't wait for the next book.
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